Increased chloride permeability of amphibian epithelia treated with aldosterone.
The transepithelial flux of chloride was increased by aldosterone treatment of amphibian skin and bladder and this was reflected by increased "shunt" conductance. The hormonal effect depended on the presence of chloride on the epithelial side of the preparation. These changes in tissue conductance and chloride permeability appear to be a direct effect of aldosterone as they did not occur when sodium transport was stimulated with vasopressin or hypotonicity. Chloride efflux was reduced in magnitude by indacrinone and DIDS, as well as after removal of chloride from the solution on the epithelial side of the preparations. These results suggest that, rather than merely diffusing along (a) paracellular pathway(s), chloride flows through (a) cellular structure(s), notably mitochondria-rich cells. These cells can therefore be considered as targets for aldosterone.